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FFO Yoga Beginner Kit: Travel Set Pro Yoga Mat and Deep Stretching Strap.
- Complete Yoga Essentials Kit is Lightweight and Easy to Use. For Pilates
Deep Stretching Core Exercises,

  

Light weight travel yoga mat is made from resilient slip-proof premium non-toxic PVC. Mat rolls up thin with total carrying weight sub 2 lbs (.9 kg)
and slips easily into any backpack or carry-on. Mat dimensions are 68" x 24" (172cm x 61cm) wide and 3mm thick.Our yoga straps are used as
both a sling for carrying your mat as well as for stretching exercises to improve flexibility and connect the appropriate limbs so you can getting
deeper into your pose.Yoga belts designed with durably woven cotton and non-slip buckle for maximum strength. Each yoga mat strap
measures 1.5" x 8' (4cm x 243cm) and can withstand over 300 lbs of force.We are a quadruple bottom line company (people, planet, profit,
power) and strive to make the world stronger. We use only eco friendly materials and a portion of this sale will be used for community
development projects.We offer a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee with and 1-Year Warranty on everything we sell 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
41,90 €

Discount -10,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerFunctional Fitness 

Description YOGA MAT: These mats roll up tightly and lightly, and are perfect for people on-the-move. Their compact design allows them to be
rolled, folded, stuffed and compressed. Ideal for beginners as well as travelers looking to stay fit and flexible on-the-go. This is a no-brainer for
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anyone who has been doing yoga on their floor until now. You know who you are : ) YOGA STRAP: Yoga straps are a helpful tool for yogis (and
aspiring yogis) of all levels. They lengthen your body and bring you deeper into your stretch by giving you the length to grasp limbs and fold
deeper into your stretch as you gain flexibility with each passing breath. The cotton webbing is exceptionally strong and provides sufficient
length for people of all sizes, shapes and ages. The buckle is easy to thread and place into proper position and provides maximum support for
secure holds. Time to stretch yourself and take your yoga to the next level. CARE AND CLEANING: Both products can be washed with warm
soapy water and air dried. The strap is fine to wash in the washing machine and dryer for and extra deep cleaning -- though not recommended
for the mat. 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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